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S U M M A R Y

Introduction: Craniosynostoses affect 1/2000 births and their incidence is currently increasing. Without sur-
gery, craniosynostosis can lead to neurological issues due to restrained brain growth and social stigma due to
abnormal head shapes. Understanding growth patterns is essential to develop surgical planning approaches
and predict short- and long-term post-operative results. Here we provide a systematic review of normal and
pathological cranial vault growth models.
Material and Methods: The systematic review of the literature identified descriptive and comprehensive skull
growth models with the following criteria: full text articles dedicated to the skull vault of children under
2 years of age, without focus on molecular and cellular mechanisms. Models were analysed based on initial
geometry, numerical method, age determination method and validation process.
Results: A total of 14 articles including 17 models was reviewed. Four descriptive models were assessed,
including 3 models using statistical analyses and 1 based on deformational methods. Thirteen comprehensive
models were assessed including 7 finite element models and 6 diffusion models. Results from the current lit-
erature showed that successful models combined analyses of cranial vault shape and suture bone formation.
Discussion: Growth modelling is central when assessing craniofacial architecture in young patients and will
be a key factor in the development of future customized treatment strategies. Recurrent technical difficulties
were encountered by most authors when generalizing a specific craniosynostosis model to all types of cra-
niosynostoses, when assessing the role of the brain and when attempting to relate the age with different
stages of growth.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Craniosynostoses (CS) are a group of rare diseases affecting 1/
2000 to 1/2500 births per year [1], caused by the premature fusion of
cranial sutures. In most cases, CS affect a single suture and are iso-
lated conditions called non-syndromic craniosynostoses (NSCS). The
origins of suture fusion are not well understood. Syndromic forms of
CS also exist but are less common [2]. In these forms, multiple sutures
are generally affected, extracranial anomalies can be reported, and
genetic mechanisms are better deciphered.

NSCS incidence is currently on the rise, by 12.5% between 1997
and 2013 [3] without any known cause. NSCS are named according to
the deformation resulting from the early fusion of one or more spe-
cific sutures: scaphocephaly results from early sagittal suture fusion
(40 to 50% of all NSCS cases), trigonocephaly from early metopic
fusion (3 to 27%) and plagiocephaly from early unilateral coronal
fusion (13 to 16%). Multiple suture fusions lead to deformations such
as brachycephaly and oxycephaly, and represent the remaining per-
centages [4].

Because of the interactions between skull and brain development
[5], NSCS can potentially lead to cognitive impairment and vision loss
due to intracranial hypertension [6]. The surgical management of
NSCS is the current standard of care. Procedures aim to decrease
intracranial pressure when needed and restore optimal forehead,
orbital, and skull vault shapes [7].

Treatment schedules depend on the surgical technique and the
craniosynostosis type. There is a current lack of consensus on the
optimal age for surgery, especially for scaphocephaly [4,6]. A better
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understanding of skull growth could contribute to solve this ques-
tion. Furthermore, to improve the outcomes of these procedures and
decrease the duration of surgical procedures, 3D surgery planning is
slowly becoming standard in clinical practice. 3D planning still
requires improvements, mostly in the field of growth predictions. In
clear, successful planning relies on a close understanding of craniofa-
cial growth [8].

Bone formation in the skull vault relies on two interacting mecha-
nisms − suture growth and surface growth − which share a common
driving force: brain expansion [9]. Suture growth is the deposition of
bone on the margins of the sutures, and exponentially decreases
from birth until 4 years of age [10]. Normal suture fusion takes place
at different ages according to the anatomical localization: 67% of chil-
dren have total fusion of the metopic suture at 7 months of age [11]
while the coronal, sagittal and lambdoid start fusing in the adult life.
Surface growth is the combination of resorption on the endocranial
surface and deposition on the external surface, is also known as drift
and leads to progressive thickening/thinning of the skull vault bones
[12]. These conjoined mechanisms lead to the radial and axial trans-
lation of the vault bones compared to the base of the skull.

1.2. Study rationale

Taking into account suture and surface bone deposition when
modelling skull vault growth is not sufficient. In fact, the correspon-
dence between suture fusion and the resulting abnormal skull shape
in NSCS is not as straightforward as generally admitted in the litera-
ture. The most commonly cited theory, Virchow’s law, states that
restricted growth perpendicular to the fused suture explains the final
skull shape [13]. Nevertheless, trigonocephaly or oxycephaly are not
easily explained by Virchow’s law. A potential role of the skull base
and its synchondroses in abnormal skull vault growth in NSCS has
been postulated [9]. Other authors proposed mechanisms based on
decreased growth potential around the fused suture, compensatory
growth of all other sutures far from the fused suture and the dura
mater distributing the forces abnormally [12,14]. In brief, the mecha-
nisms leading to the abnormal shapes in NSCS still require investiga-
tion.

1.3. Study objective

The present study aimed to present a systematic review of the
methods and results of all cranial vault growth models published in
the literature to date. Both normal growth models and growth mod-
els for craniosynostoses have been analysed, as initial geometries
could be similar and models for malformations required controls. We
assessed models from the literature with two focuses: (1) type of
model and (2) resulting skull geometries.

2. Material and methods

A detailed search was performed using four databases: Google
Scholar, Science Direct, Semantic Scholar and PubMed. The following
key words were used: model, growth, development, calvaria, skull,
neurocranium, suture, craniosynostosis. Synonymous keywords (i.e.
growth and development) were not searched together and all key-
words were used independently and conjoined in the search. For
instance, keywords ‘growth model calvaria’, ‘growth model suture’
and ‘growth model calvaria suture’ were screened in all 4 search
engines. The 10 first results in order of ‘best match’ or regarding rele-
vance were analysed.

The letters, reviews, abstracts, communications and context docu-
ments were excluded, as were the articles where the full text could
not be found. Abstracts were read and the eligibility criteria enabled
to find the topics applied (Fig. 1).

For this review, only numerical models based on human subjects
aged 0−2 were selected. These criteria were used to ensure that the
time period was consistent with the peaks of craniofacial growth.
Only growth models applied to normal human skulls and human
skulls affected by craniosynostosis were analysed. Primary ossifica-
tion is a pre-natal phenomenon and was therefore not taken into
account. Furthermore, biological models on microscopic scales were
not considered. The last screening occurred on in December 2021, by
a single reporter (first author MG)

Included models were analysed based on two categories: (1)
descriptive and (2) comprehensive models. (1) Descriptive models
used imaging to obtain actual geometries of subjects at different
ages. The methods applied in these models were either statistical or
based on deformations. (2) Comprehensive models used template
geometries and applied mechanical laws to reproduce growth
dynamics using either reaction-diffusion equations or Finite Element
modeling (FEM). Comprehensive models allowed studying growth
while assessing anatomy and material properties. These models
aimed to reproduce the physiological behaviour of a growing skull
and adapt to shape and/or constraints (for cases with early suture
fusions). For both categories, the geometry of the input data, numeri-
cal method used and validation process were described.

The results of model assessment were finally analysed regarding
potential clinical applications, both for controls and craniosynosto-
ses.

3. Results

A total of 14 articles including 17 models were reviewed (Table 1).
Four descriptive models were found (Table 2), including 3 models
using statistical analyses [15−17] and 1 based on deformational
methods [18]; amongst those, 3 used whole cranial vault geometry
and 1 focused on sutures. Thirteen comprehensive models (Table 3)
were found including 7 FEM [19−24] and 6 diffusion models [16,25
−28]; amongst those, 4 were two-dimensional (2D) and 9 were
three-dimensional (3D); amongst these 13 2D and 3D models, 7
focused on the whole cranial vault and 6 focused on sutures. Three
suture models focused on suture interdigitation, 2 on suture ossifica-
tion and 1 on both. Sixteen models analysed normal cranial vault
growth and 6 studied growth of skulls affected by craniosynostosis.

3.1. Descriptive models

Descriptive models were analysed based on initial geometry,
alignment process, landmarks positioning, numerical method, age
determination method and validation process.

Descriptive models were based on actual geometries (Fig. 2). In
three models, CT-scans of patients between 0 and 3 years of age were
segmented [15,17,18] with either OsiriX (Pixmeo, Switzerland) [29]
or 3D Slicer [30]. The scans were then used individually or grouped
into mean models within specific age ranges: 8 scans for the age
range 39−40 weeks and 11 scans for the age range 41−42 weeks
enabled to develop 2 template models [18]. More unusual methods
to extract geometries were used by another author [16] such as the
replication of the suture shapes using high-resolution dental casting
material and tracing of the sutures using Photoshop (Adobe Photo-
shop CS. (2004). Berkeley, CA: Peachpit Press). All descriptive models
studying whole skulls considered them to be symmetrical along their
sagittal axis.

Skulls were aligned using reference planes such as the mid-sagit-
tal plane [17] and the Frankfurt plane [15] as well as anatomical land-
marks such as the porion, basion [15], zygo-orbitale [15], and
temporo-parietal suture [17]. Internal structures were also used to
define the Talairach space [31] − characterised by the anterior com-
missure (AC) and the posterior commissure (PC) − and align the data



[18]. Alignment could be avoided by using the Fourier transformation
to analyse spatial frequency rather than space [16].

The positioning of landmarks on anatomical reference elements
was used as a reproducible method for comparing geometries. These
landmarks included suture-bone boundaries, suture intersections or
semi-landmarks on bone surfaces derived from either or both types.
Models had various amounts of landmarks placed between subjects
depending on the extent of suture fusion (less suture-boundaries
identifiable when sutures were fused) [17] and on the choice of their
quantity - from 80 [15] to 92 [17] on new-born half-skulls.

Landmarks positioning was not necessary when Fourier transforma-
tion was used and when deformation rather than position was ana-
lysed [18].

Descriptive models were based on statistical methods such as
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), a multivariate statistical proce-
dure aiming to describe shapes and expressing them with eigenvec-
tors accounting for the greatest variance. These methods were
applied to landmarks, semi-landmarks, distances or complete meshes
(of full skulls, cranial vault bones, or sutures) [15−17]. Descriptive
models also included deformation models based on the mapping of

Table 1
Models included into the review, described by research group, model type, main method, ROI, dimension and scope and geometry.

Research group Model type Main method ROI Dimension Scope

Zollikofer andWeissmann 2011 [16] Descriptive Statistical Suture 2D Normal
Li et al. 2015 [17] Descriptive Statistical Vault 3D Normal
Mercan, Hopper, and Maga 2020 [15] Descriptive Statistical Vault 3D Normal and NSCS
Mohtasebi et al. 2020 [18] Descriptive Deformation Vault 3D Normal
Jin et al. 2014 [20] Comprehensive FEM Vault and brain 3D Normal
Libby et al. 2017 [22] Comprehensive FEM Vault 3D Normal
Jalbert 2013 [19] Comprehensive FEM Vault 3D Normal and NSCS
Weickenmeier et al. 2017 [24] Comprehensive FEM Vault 2D Normal and NSCS
Weickenmeier et al. 2017 [24] Comprehensive FEM Vault 3D Normal and NSCS
J. Jin, Eagleson, and Ribaupierre 2018 [21] Comprehensive FEM Vault 3D Normal and NSCS
Malde et al. 2020 [23] Comprehensive FEM Vault 3D Post-operative scaphocephaly
Oota, Ono, and Miyazima 2006 [28] Comprehensive Diffusion Suture 3D Normal
Miura et al. 2009 [27] Comprehensive Diffusion Suture 2D Normal
Zollikofer andWeissmann 2011 [16] Comprehensive Diffusion Suture 2D Normal
Garz�on-Alvarado, Gonz�alez, and Guti�errez 2013 [26] Comprehensive Diffusion Vault and suture 3D Normal
Burgos-Fl�orez, Gavil�an-Alfonso, and Garz�on-Alvarado 2016 [25] Comprehensive Diffusion Suture 2D Normal
Burgos-Fl�orez, Gavil�an-Alfonso, and Garz�on-Alvarado 2016 [25] Comprehensive Diffusion Vault 3D Normal and NSCS

ROI: region of interest.

Fig. 1. PRISMA flow-chart. The PRISMA flowchart shows the sources reviewed, the number of articles screened and the articles included in the study.



different skulls to a template skull. Deformation were computed
between the two skulls when the studied geometries were mapped
in the same manner [18]. The deformation field matrix was used to
determine the differences in volume expansion, shrinkage, or areas
with no volume change.

Model validation (Table 4) was performed by comparing skull
vault shapes at different ages with cephalometric data such as length,
width, height, circumference, cephalic index (CI), and intracranial
volume from age-matched patients. One measurement was taken as
reference to determine the link between the timeline of the simula-
tion and experimental growth data. The age at each time point of the
simulation could then be estimated and cephalometric data at corre-
sponding ages were used to validate the model. The correspondence
between simulation-time and growth-time determined for one simu-
lation case could be re-used for other simulations. Models used either

the head circumference [17] from growth charts [32] or geometry
modification distribution adjusted to age distribution [15] as refer-
ence elements to determine the ages at the different stages of the
growth model.

The comparison methods for validation purposes were diverse:
from 3D evaluation [17] to insufficient [16,18], or no validation pro-
cess [15]. The 3D validation process consisted in analysing 3D distan-
ces between the actual and predicted landmarks placed on
respectively 15 segmented CT-scans and on the skull resulting from
the model [17]. Another possibility used in the literature [16] was a
result comparison between a descriptive and a comprehensive model
developed and discussed in the same article. Also, a group [18] ana-
lysed the head circumference, size of anterior and posterior fontanels
as well as cranial bones, fontanels and sutures surface areas without
quantitative comparison using clinical data.

Table 2
Descriptive models, detailed by research group, aim, suture affected, ROI, dimension and type, data origin and model.

Research group Aim Suture
affected

ROI Dimension
and type

Data

Zollikofer andWeissmann
2011 [16]

Study suture growth NA Sagittal sutures 2D
PCA

Step length

Li et al. 2015 [17] Develop statistical model NA Half-skulls with base and sutures 3D
PCA

60 landmarks placed on 56 0−3 months-old half
skulls

Mercan, Hopper, and Maga
2020 [15]

Develop statistical model NA, S Half-skulls with sutures 3D
PCA

38 landmarks placed on 234 normal and 162 skulls
with scaphocephaly half skulls of 0−6mo patients

Mohtasebi et al. 2020 [18] Assess skull growth NA Full skulls and sutures 3D
Deformation

2 CT templates developped frommean geometries
from eight 39−40 week-olds and eleven 41−42
week-old new-borns.

NA: not affected (normal geometry); PCA: principal component analysis; ROI: region of interest; S: sagittal.

Table 3
Comprehensive models, detailed by research group, aim, suture affected, ROI, dimension and type, data origin and model.

Research group Aim Suture
affected

ROI Dimension
and type

Data

Jin et al. 2014 [20] Hybrid brain and cranial
vault growth model

NA Full skull and brain 3D
FEM

CT scan from a 21 days-old infant skull

Libby et al. 2017 [22] Model of skull growth NA Full skull and brain 3D
FEM

Mean model of 61 CT skulls between 273 and
294 days of age

Jalbert 2013 [19] Model of skull growth NA, UC, BC, Mini,
Madv, S

Cranial vault with sutures 3D
FEM

Ellipsoid cut through a basal plane of an 18
days-old skull

Weickenmeier et al. 2017
[24]

Models of skull growth NA, UC, BC, M, L Axial slice of the cranial
vault and sutures

2D
FEM

Contour of a new-born skull, MRI slice, at its
widest transverse cross-section, scaled to a
CI of 78.

Weickenmeier et al. 2017
[24]

Model of skull growth NA, UC, BC, M, S, L Cranial vault with sutures 3D
FEM

Ellipsoid with a CI of 78, with 13 distinct
regions

J. Jin, Eagleson, and Ribau-
pierre 2018 [21]

Model of skull growth NA, UC, M, S Full skull with sutures 3D
FEM

CT scan from a 21 days-old infant skull

Malde et al. 2020 [23] Predict calvaria morphology S Full skull with sutures 3D
FEM

CT scan from a 90 days-old infant, after
surgery

Oota, Ono, and Miyazima
2006 [28]

Model of skull growth and
suture fusion

NA Sagittal suture 3D
Diffusion

Rectangular walls separated by a uniform
void, adjusted dimensions

Miura et al. 2009 [27] Model of interdigitations NA Sagittal suture 2D
Diffusion

Unknown periodic structure

Zollikofer andWeissmann
2011 [16]

Model of skull growth NA Sagittal suture 2D
Diffusion

512 £ 128 periodic lattice

Garz�on-Alvarado, Gonz�alez,
and Guti�errez 2013 [26]

Model of ossification centres NA Full skull with sutures 3D
Diffusion

Simplified prenatal skull with 32 mm length
and 48 mmwidth

Burgos-Fl�orez, Gavil�an-
Alfonso, and Garz�on-
Alvarado 2016 [25]

Model of bone and suture
formation

NA Sagittal suture 2D
Diffusion

Mesh, with 12 mm sutures, 5 mm sutures
and 29 mm length

Burgos-Fl�orez, Gavil�an-
Alfonso, and Garz�on-
Alvarado 2016 [25]

NA Complete skull with sutures 3D
Diffusion

Simplified prenatal skull with 32 mm length
and 48 mmwidth

BC: bicoronal; CI: cephalic index (biparietal diameter over the longest diameter from frontal bone to occipital bone i.e. skull width over length); CT: computed tomography;
FEM: Finite element model; L: lambdoid; M: metopic; Mmi: metopic, mild model; Msev: metopic, severe model; NA: not affected (normal geometry); ROI: region of interest;
S: sagittal, UC: unicoronal.



3.2. Comprehensive models

Comprehensive models were analysed using the initial geometry
considered, element types used, material properties and boundary
conditions, for normal growth models and skulls presenting with cra-
niosynostoses. Age determination and validation process were also
assessed.

The data were issued from very young infants in all models (from
birth to 3 months of age). In three models, initial geometries origi-
nated from the skull of a single subject [20,21,23] segmented with
Amira/Avizo (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Mass, USA). Other cases used
a mean model [22], an ellipsoid scaled to a template subject [19,24
−26], or simplified 2D or 3D sagittal suture models [16,25,27,28]. A
simplification of the skull geometry was performed by ignoring the
skull base in two cases [19,24].

Concerning 2D models, the cranial vault bones were modelled
using beam elements [24] and sutures were modelled as constrained
nodes. A 2D model used a lattice structure [16]. For 3D models, trian-
gular shell [25,26], quadratic shell [19], quadratic tetrahedral [22] or
hexahedral elements, and eight-node linear brick elements [24] were
used to model the vault and sutures, sometimes combining two types
of elements [19−21].

Material properties had various definitions according to the mod-
els (Table 5) with Young moduli ranging from 300 MPa [19] to non-
deformable [20,21]. For the sutures, the Young modulus ranged from
10 MPa [19] to 200 MPa [20,21]. Reference data used mostly origi-
nated from experimental data for bone and suture [10,33]. The rigidi-
fication of bone with age [33] did not fully explain the Young
modulus chosen by the researchers. Only one model adapted mate-
rial properties to simulate stiffening of the skull with growth: suture
properties were increased by 200 MPa in seven intervals and the
metopic suture was also fused at 8.5 months [23].

Bone growth could be modelled as a homogeneous expansion
along principal axis of beams for a 2D growth model [24], without
considering the internal structures. Another possibility was to model
growth as a result of the primary expansion of the brain, through a
thermal linear expansion of internal structures [22,23]. For these
models, a basal element of the skull was constrained, and the bony
elements expand secondarily to intracranial volume expansion.
Besides, two models [19,21] applied forces and pressures on the inner
surface of the cranial vault. The internal pressure used − 0.001 MPa
[19] −was consistent with age-matched normal ICP values (18 days).

Fig. 2. Initial geometries for descriptive and comprehensive models (adapted from lit-
erature, area colour depending on the main method: white − statistical; dark grey −
Deformation; blue − FEM; light grey − diffusion)(a) Sagittal sutures used for the PCA
[16];(b) Half skull with landmarks used for the PCA[17]; (c) Complete skull with the
landmarks and semi-landmarks[15]; (d) Probability map of suture patency and recon-
struction for 41−42 weeks[18]; (e) 3D FEM of an infant skull (upper view)[20]; (f) 3D
FEM of an infant skull (lateral view)[22]; (g) 3D FEM of an infant skull (upper view)
[19]; (h) 2D transverse plane model[24]; (i) 3D FEM of an infant skull (antero-lateral
view)[24]; (j) FEM of an infant skull (inferior view)[21]; (k) Follow-up geometry[23];
(l) 3D suture model[28]; (m) 2D suture model [27]; (n) 2D suture digitation bi-direc-
tional model, half model [16]; (o) Suture development model on a 3D vault[26]; (p)
Suture digitation model[25]; (q) Suture development model on a cranial vault[25].

Table 4
Model validation described by research group, compared ages, reference measurement, measurements for validation.

Research group Compared ages Reference measurement Measurements for validation

Zollikofer andWeissmann 2011 [16] NS Descriptive model results NS
Li et al. 2015 [17] NS Head circumference NS
Mercan, Hopper, and Maga 2020 [15] NS NS NS
Mohtasebi et al. 2020 [18] NS NS NS
Jin et al. 2014 [20] NS NS Evolution of CI variations with age
Libby et al. 2017 [22] 0−12 months-old ICV Width, length, circumference, 3D shape
Jalbert 2013 [19] NS NS NS
Weickenmeier et al. 2017 - 2D model [24] NS Normal cephalic index Average pathological cephalic index over the

compared ages
Weickenmeier et al. 2017 - 3D model [24] NS Normal cephalic index Average pathological cephalic index over the

compared ages
Jin, Eagleson, and Ribaupierre 2018 [21] 0−12 months-old Normal circumference growth rate (%) NS
Malde et al. 2020 [23] 29 months-old ICV from the same patient at a different age Cephalic index, length, width, height, 2D cross-

sections and 3D distance colour maps
Garz�on-Alvarado, Gonz�alez, and Guti�errez 2013

[26]
11 months-old Evolution of molecule concentration over time NS

Burgos-Fl�orez, Gavil�an-Alfonso, and Garz�on-
Alvarado 2016 [25]

NS Evolution of molecule concentration over time NS

Burgos-Fl�orez, Gavil�an-Alfonso, and Garz�on-
Alvarado 2016 [25]

NS Time evolution of molecule concentration NS

ICV: intracranial volume; NS: not specified.



Only one research group modelled the brain as an independent struc-
ture, and applied an expanding pressure (of unknown value) [20]. A
comprehensive modelling of three growth phenomena (bone deposi-
tion, surface remodelling and brain growth) was also performed [24].
Different growth mechanisms were analysed in this 3D model: (1)
the metopic and sagittal sutures were involved in transversal expan-
sion, (2) coronal and lambdoid sagittal in lengthening, and (3) fonta-
nelles for bidirectional growth. One suture model [16] modelled
growth through a strain-driven deformational process, where the
elastic surface stretching was dependant on the growth. Boundary
conditions used to model growth were diverse and considered brain
growth at various extents.

All the models analysed the cranial vault shape using cephalomet-
ric data such as cranial vault head, width, height, circumference,
intracranial volume and cephalic index [20,21]. Furthermore, other
data were analysed such as the 3D shapes [22,23], node displacement
[24], tension along the sutures [20,21], stress distribution [20], and
Von Mises constraints [19].

Concerning suture models, the formation of interdigitation and
the suture width were modelled using reaction-diffusion equa-
tions [27]. One model reproduced the characteristic shape of interdi-
gitations with a minimal amount of parameters [16]. Another
method consisted of modelling sutural growth as a random accumu-
lation of bone material inside the suture area [28]. Diffusion models

were also applied on ellipsoids representing the cranial vault with
suture growth from ossification centres [25,26]. All groups working
on sutures stated the importance of the dura-mater and its role in
transmitting strain resulting from the primary expansion of the brain,
leading to the development of the sutures. Two models [16,27] con-
sidered this element by including strain dissipators and underlying
molecular mechanisms that could model the dura mater role in
growth.

All NSCS growth models were based on an initial ‘normal’ skull
shape (Fig. 2). Accordingly, the boundary conditions of comprehen-
sive models needed to be modified to account for the cranial vault
shape modifications due to suture fusion. Two groups [19,21] chose
to model closed sutures as bone, as recommended in the literature
[34]. Degree of suture fusion in NSCS models was introduced [19] by
defining severe, intermediate, and mild cases of trigonocephaly
respectively corresponding to 0%, 30% and 50% open sutures. In all
cases, the constraints applied to closed sutures were identical to the
ones applied to bony elements. Post-operative cranial growth of sag-
ittal craniosynostosis was also modelled [23]: craniotomies were
modelled as sutures, contact areas were modelled as bonded and the
Young modulus of the sutures was increased with the simulation
time-step. In addition, normal metopic suture fusion was imple-
mented at 8.5 months. Suture models mostly did not model the
fusion process, although an evaluation of the impact of the

Table 5
Finite Element Models, described by research group, anatomical elements included, mesh type, material properties, number of elements and loads applied for modelling growth.

Research group Age of the initial
geometry

Anatomical
elements

Mesh Materials Number of
elements

Loads applied for
modelling growth

Jin et al. 2014 [20] 3 weeks old Bone Rigid surface r = 2070 kg/m3 NS Outwards pressure on the volumetric brain
modelSuture Hexahedral r = 1130 kg/m3,

E = 200 MPa,
n = 0.28

NS

Bone-suture
interface

Spring NS

Brain Tetrahedral r = 1040 kg/m3

E = 1 MPa,
n = 0.48

NS

Libby et al. 2017 [22] 1 months old Bone Tetrahedral E = 3000 MPa,
n = 0.3

1040,000 Isotropic linear expansion of the ICV

Sutures Elastic solid E = 30 MPa,
n = 0.3

ICV Tetrahedral E = 100 MPa,
n = 0.48

Jalbert 2013 [19] 18 days Bone Hexahedral E = 300 MPa,
n = 0.28

13,919 Pressure on the internal table of 0.001 MPa

Sutures Hexahedral E = 10 MPa,
n = 0.28

Basal plane Shell E = 150 MPa,
n = 0.28

Weickenmeier et al.
2017 - 2D model [24]

Bone Beam E dependant on age,
n = 0.28

194 Volumetric growth, deposition, remodelling
applied on the bone

Constrained nodes for the suturesSutures Nodes moving along
suture lines

Weickenmeier et al.
2017 - 3D model [24]

Newborn Bone Hexahedral E dependant on age,
n = 0.28

13 regions Volumetric growth, deposition, remodelling
for the bone

Strain-driven linear elastic expansion applied
unidirectionally for the sutures and bidi-
rectionally for the fontanelles

Suture Hexahedral
Fontanelles Hexahedral

Jin, Eagleson, and Ribau-
pierre 2018 [21]

3 weeks Bone Rigid surface r = 2070 kg/m3 NS Outward customizable force on the inner
surface nodes

Constrained basal plane
Suture Hexahedral r = 1130 kg/m3,

E = 200 MPa,
n = 0.28

NS

Basal plane Shell r = 2070 kg/m3 NS
Malde et al. 2020 [23] 3 months Bone Quadratic

tetrahedral
E = 3000 MPa,
n = 0.3

1600,000 Isotropic linear expansion of the ICV

Suture and
craniotomies

E = 30 MPa,
n = 0.3

ICV E = 100 MPa,
n = 0.48

200,000

E: Young Modulus, n: Poisson ratio, r: density.



concentration of one molecular factor (TGF-b3) involved in craniosy-
nostoses was performed [25].

As for descriptive models, a link between age and shape needed to
be determined. The determination of the relationship between simu-
lation-time and growth-time was defined thanks to the head circum-
ference rate of normal infants and applied to infants with
craniosynostosis [21]. Suture closure clearly correlated with age.
However, the analysis of the suture closure timing was limited to
qualitative analysis [25,26] and performing an age-matched quantita-
tive analysis was not proposed.

Validation processes were limited to qualitative methods for some
groups [19,20] but all other groups used quantitative methods. For
simulated skull vault shapes, validation was performed at different
ages in terms of length, width, height, CI, and intracranial volume
from aged-matched patients [21,22]. For the post-operative model
assessment, a distance plot between the result of the growth model
and the geometry of the same patient was performed [23]. Two
groups [20,24] were also able to avoid specifying the age of the sub-
jects for validation by using a ratio such as the CI. Suture interdigita-
tion did not correlate with age (R = 0.51) [16] and these models thus
only analysed shapes.

3.3. Application to normal growth

Normal growth models are summarised in Fig. 3. One descriptive
model showed that PC1 (first principal component) was correlated
with age (R2 = 0.68) and explained 35% of the variations of the control
cohort, enabling the development of a growth model [15]. The
authors established that the growth of the frontal and parietal bones
was faster than the growth of the fontanelle, leading to its closure.
Furthermore, fontanelle closure would primarily be caused by parie-
tal bone growth rather than by frontal bone growth. The modelling of
growth was performed up to 179 days. Interestingly, another descrip-
tive model focused on the first 21 days of growth showed that an
increase in size of fontanelle took place before its shrinkage [18],
linked to the expansion of the brain.

One 2D model [24] reported a globally homogenous normal
growth of the skull quantitatively evaluated through the displace-
ment of all nodes of the model. 3D descriptive and comprehensive
models further found that the skull tended to be spheroid; analyses
of width, height, length, anterior fontanelle size, intracranial volume,
and CI showed an increase with age for normal skulls [18,21,24].
Models either found almost linear [20,21] or logarithmic growth [22].
Skull height seemed to increase before length and width [20]. The
stresses and constraints at the sutures were more important at the
anterior fontanelle and at the face / cranial vault interface [19−21],
most likely because it was modelled as rigid. However, one model
[24] showed more displacement of the nodes at the superior and lat-
eral areas of the frontal bone, without further quantitative analysis.

Regarding sutures at a macroscopic level, one group [17] provided
data, from new-born to 3 years-old patients, on the speed and sched-
ule of suture closure as well as on bone thickness. Bone thickness
analysis concluded that the frontal and parietal bones were thinner
than the occipital bone. Age, head circumference and landmark
placement were significant predictors of suture width and skull
thickness.

On a smaller scale, the interdigitation pattern of sutures could be
analysed. 2D models found that fractal dimension and the amplitude
of the interdigitations increased with simulation time, similarly to
clinical observations [16,27]. One study [16] established parameters
applied to normal suture interdigitation which only correlated with
the first three PCs (26%) of the descriptive model developed by the
same research group. Thus, the rest of the PCs were attributed to
inter-individual variations. 3D modelling of the sutures that consid-
ered the impact of the dura mater was also developed [28]. The
results were analysed for the internal, middle, and external sections

of a suture considered in a sagittal section plane. Other suture models
aimed to analyse growth starting from ossification centres to fusion,
on an ellipsoid [25,26]. These models combined suture interdigitation
and suture development from ossification centres (but not brain
growth impacting the macroscopic cranial vault size) [25]. The mod-
els reproduced suture width and bone shapes, matching clinical data.

Validation processes were generally not sufficient (Table 4). Con-
cerning suture interdigitation models, only qualitative comparison to
physiological sutural shape was performed. One model [16] validated
choices of parameters by developing variants. Local changes of suture
interdigitation around the parietal foramina were obtained. Concern-
ing cranial vault models, the evolution of the CI was used for valida-
tion compared to clinical data, without much success for one group
[20]. Only one group [22] performed a quantitative validation by
comparing the in vivo scans in terms of circumference, length, width,
ICV, and 3D shape, for boys and girls, to the FEM results of patients
up to 11 or 12 months of age. Only the head circumference of girls
showed to be significantly different between FEM and clinical data.
The differences on the vault were mainly underpredictions by the
model (face, frontal bone, orbital and temporal region) although
some areas of overpredictions existed (parietal, occipital and fonta-
nels). All other models [15,17−19,21,24−28] did not propose a
proper validation process.

These studies showed that although the normal skull seems to
grow linearly outwards, analysis on a smaller scale needed to be con-
sidered. In fact, the local growth of the frontal and parietal bones
explained better the evolution of the fontanelle, where stresses were

Fig. 3. Normal growth models results, adapted from literature (area colour depending
on the main method: white − statistical; dark grey − Deformation; blue − FEM; light
grey − diffusion) (a) Statistical normal growth model, at 1 year old[17]; (b) Normal
growth model at 179 days[15]; (c) Deformation model, with colours corresponding to
the Jacobian matrix value[18]; (d) Normal growth model[19]; (e) 2D section of normal
skull growth; colourmap corresponding to skull displacement field [24]; (f) 3D upper
view of normal skull growth; colourmap corresponding to skull displacement field
[24]; (g) Normal growth model[21]; (h) Example for the middle section of the suture
[28]; (i) Interdigitation results with circle sprouting pattern [27]; (j) Example of suture
interdigitation obtained with the following parameters: surface tension on time step
of 500 for a Laplacian growth, no multiplier applied [16]; (k) 3D suture model, upper
view of the calvaria at 2 months[26]; (l) Developmental model at 8 months[25]; (m)
Suture interdigitation result at 15 months[25]; (n) Combined models at 14 months
[25].



important. Furthermore, suture development from ossification sites
and interdigitations were important factors in growth. Model valida-
tion also needed to be generalised to all studies and quantitative vali-
dation with age references needed to be applied.

3.4. Application to craniosynostosis

All craniosynostosis growth models are summarised in Fig. 4. A
descriptive growth model for scaphocephaly [15] used PCA (principal
component analysis) and found that PC1 accounted for 30% of the
variability, corresponded morphologically to an increase in skull size
and was correlated with age (R2=0.59). Compared to normal growth,
the analysis demonstrated a restriction in the medio-lateral direction
for the parietal bones, and in the supero-inferior direction.

Comprehensive models attempted to qualitatively reproduce
existing shapes and determine which factors influenced the out-
comes of the simulation in normal children and children with NSCS.
However, modelled shapes did not always match clinical observa-
tions [4,6]. Scaphocephaly was specifically well modelled, with a sat-
isfactory rendering of skull elongation. For anterior plagiocephaly,
the characteristic contralateral flattening and ipsilateral bulging
above the orbit and frontal bone was obtained [19,24]. The contralat-
eral compensatory growth was however not obtained when bone
was modelled as solid [20,21]. Likewise, the results concerning trigo-
nocephaly were varied: the triangular shape was globally obtained in
one model [21] whereas others did not obtain the compensatory

posterior widening [19,24]. Metopic ridges and hypotelorism, associ-
ated with trigonocephaly, were never obtained, most likely because
the face up to the orbits was modelled as solid and the fused sutures
were often modelled as bone [34], leading to a fixed forehead geome-
try [19,21,24]. The modelling of brachycephaly and posterior plagio-
cephaly were similar to anterior plagiocephalies and mostly
satisfactory.

Only one research group studied post-operative results [23] and
proved feasibility on a single subject of a novel way of modelling
sutures evolution with age. The model showed a good correspon-
dence with an in vivo subject at 29 months of age, on the sagittal, cor-
onal, and transverse cross-sections. The 3D shape comparison
showed a maximum overprediction of 10.86 mm and underpredic-
tion of 22.30 mm.

Concerning suture models, the increase of the coefficients pro-
moting differentiation of mesenchymal tissue was assumed to lead to
suture fusion, thus mimicking NSCS [27]. Yet, no results supporting
this hypothesis were presented. A study [25] based the modelling of
NSCS on the modification of the concentration of TGF-b3 to deter-
mine the areas of patency or fusion of sutures. This model was
applied to the premature fusion of the metopic suture at 3.5 months
of age, most likely because physiological fusion of sutures is uncom-
mon (10−33%) before 3 months of age [11]. The qualitative results
were discussed without quantitative comparison and without consid-
ering the compensatory and restricted growth of the rest of the skull
linked to the metopic suture fusion.

Validation was conducted through quantitative comparisons. The
CI values found by the group that analysed both 2D and 3D growth
[24] were in accordance with clinical values reported in literature,
without further analysis of distribution. The use of this ratio enabled
comparison without relation to patient age. More generally, research-
ers solely performed qualitative comparisons of shapes obtained
from models [19,21,24−26]. Only one model [23] validated FEM
using the same subject as the one used for the input geometry. The
distance plot between the two geometries showed a maximum of
22 mm underprediction and 10 mm overprediction (of unknown
location) and a 0.03 underprediction of the CI and thus confirmed the
modelling choices.

4. Discussion

The present study aimed to present a review of the methods and
results of all cranial vault growth models published in the literature
to date. Models mainly varied based on the modelling method used
(descriptive or comprehensive), the geometries considered, the inclu-
sion or exclusion of brain growth and the validation method. The
assessment of 17 different models suggests that successful
approaches should combine analyses of the cranial vault shape and
of the suture bone formation.

4.1. Article selection

The number of articles found was limited due to a general diffi-
culty for researchers to find data on skull growth in children. Articles
only focused on morphological changes without interpolating or
extrapolating the data to obtain a model were not included. Models
based on animal data were excluded. Paediatric growth models were
especially difficult to build and validate as few subjects benefited
from multiple image acquisitions to be used as reference and valida-
tion data, as repeated irradiation from CT-scans has to be avoided as
much as possible in young patients. Perspectives in this field rely on
the development of efficient, mostly AI-based, segmentation meth-
ods for specific MRI sequences dedicated to bone imaging, such as
the black bone sequence [35].

Fig. 4. Craniosynostosis model results, according to the type(s) analysed (adapted
from literature) (a)Upper view of the scaphocephaly growth model at different ages
[15]; (b) Upper view of the advanced age[19]; (c) 3D model of craniosynostosis, colour-
map referring to the normalized displacement[24]; (d) 2D model of craniosynostosis,
colourmap referring to the normalized displacement[24] (e) Growth models of cranio-
synostosis[21]; (f) Parameter changes on the metopic suture[25].



4.2. Shape of the cranial vault

Descriptive models used non-simplified patient geometries. They
contributed to the understanding of the skull vault, base, and fonta-
nelle growth. For PCA, landmarks and semi-landmarks were manu-
ally positioned. This step limited the analysis of the surface of the
bony plates and thus could bias the analysis of the overall shape. In
fact, landmarks were placed on the suture edges [15] and only one
model used 24 landmarks placed on the skull surfaces [17]. Models
should use larger numbers of landmarks and semi-landmarks over
the bone surfaces to better predict the overall shape of the skull.

Several elements impacting the shape of the cranial vault were
not extensively analysed in the current literature. Clinical observa-
tions show that due to growth, normal sutures tend to drift towards
the opposite side relative to the fused suture. However, one model
[24] constrained suture node movements along the suture lines. Fur-
thermore, fontanelles are clearly impacted in NSCS [15] but only one
model [24] distinguished the anterior and posterior fontanelle
regions and defined specific constraints. Moreover, the fact that the
severity of suture fusion may impact the shape of the cranial vault
needs to be confirmed and eventually considered, for instance using
three different degrees of metopic suture fusion [19]. Suture drift in
NSCS, fontanelle involvement and degree of suture fusion may have
an impact on the geometry of the skull and should thus be better
assessed in future models.

4.3. Considerations on adjacent structures

All models included the skull vault bones and the sutures with CT-
derived or simplified geometries. A global consensus states that brain
growth is the primary factor causing cranial vault expansion [36]. Yet
the brain was only fully modelled once [20] and generally considered
as a joined structure with the ICV [22,23] or only taken into account
through its interaction with the skull vault bones using forces or
pressure [19,21]. However, intracranial pressure could be different in
each type of craniosynostoses, with regional variations, although
there is no consensus on the subject [36]: brain growth modelling in
NSCS still requires further theoretical investigations.

For paediatric growth models, it is important to consider bone
anisotropy, density and thickness differences: the three layers of skull
vault bones (inner table, medulla, outer table) are formed around
4 years of age [37]. However, all cranial vault models except one [24]
considered the bone to be a uniform and isotropic element. Further-
more, bone thickness was considered homogenous over the vault
surface for 2 models [15,19] even though the parietal bone is thinner
than the occipital bone, which could have an impact on its behaviour
when loaded [38].

Including bone remodelling into the simulations led to satisfac-
tory results in one case [24]. In fact, this phenomenon is responsible
for bone thickening and the pneumatisation of the frontal sinus,
located on the lower aspect of the frontal bone [39]. Both these phe-
nomena vary with and/or could be influenced by NSCS. This leads to
propose that including bone remodelling in normal and craniosynos-
tosis models is a promising perspective.

Obtaining paediatric bones for mechanical testing is complex
because of the difficulty of harvesting large samples in size and vol-
ume for research purposes. Nonetheless, many factors like bone stiff-
ening with age, and fibre orientation and localisation should be
included in the models: [33,40] in fact, the Young modulus of bone
increases with age, by a factor of 50 from birth to 2 years of age [10].
Furthermore, collagen fibre orientation perpendicular to the long
axis of the specimen leads to stiffer bones than a parallel orientation
[40], and parietal bone is stiffer than, for example, occipital bone
[33]. Other elements potentially interesting to integrate in further
models are less consensual, such as inter-individual differences, eth-
nic background, the impact of sample conservation procedures [33],

the impact of testing rate and the use of estimations from animal
model data.

Approaches including extensive data on sutures may lead to a
more inclusive understanding of growth. In fact, current models
solely focused on the sagittal suture, neglecting the coronal and
lambdoid sutures. However, the development of sagittal sutures can-
not be generalised to all sutures: non-midline sutures develop by
overlapping their borders while midline sutures (metopic and sagit-
tal) develop front to front [12,37]. Furthermore, the location of the
ossification centres on the calvaria influence suture development
[26]. Further modelling efforts are required to consider the morpho-
logical diversity of sutures and not only rely on data from the sagittal
suture.

Fused sutures are considered equivalent to bone [34]. However,
there is a significant difference between the Young modulus of parie-
tal bone and fused sutures. For instance, parietal bone suture tested
on its convex surface had a Young modulus of 1398+/�599 MPa while
the fused suture tested on the same side were at 941+/�588 Mpa
[19].

The complexity of the sutures (that is, the degree of interdigita-
tions) does not strongly correlate with age but bone formation at the
contact surfaces of primary ossification sites does. Descriptive models
[15,17] analysed the width of the sutures at different ages as well as
the age of the metopic suture fusion. However, all but 4 comprehen-
sive models [21,23,25,26] used simulation time to describe their
results. Comprehensive models should attempt to model bone forma-
tion with respect to age as a reference for future models with prema-
ture fusion of sutures.

The growth of the skull base and of the cranial vault covary [41]
and skull base growth could affect skull length [37]. However, current
comprehensive models could not include the skull base as synchond-
rosis do not behave as sutures [12].

Concerning the face, trigonocephaly patients often present with
hypotelorism, which is corrected during surgery [7]. However, the
face is generally not modelled [19,24−26], or modelled as a single
non-deformable area [21,22]. However, the degree of fusion of the
fronto-sphenoidal suture impacts the orbital shape [42]. Craniosyn-
ostosis models should thus also include the upper orbital rim.

4.4. Validation methods

The validation processes were limited by the fact that many ceph-
alometric data were not independent, such as brain cavity volume,
circumference, length, and width. In consequence, if the reference
element used to determine the age of the patient at the advanced
stage of the model was biased (for example by gender), the measure-
ments used for the validation were equally biased. For instance,
males were found to have bigger heads than females but this factor
was not taken into account when determining the age of subjects. To
limit this bias, the weight rather than the age can be used [40]. Only
one comprehensive model took gender into consideration for the
analysis [22], with unavoidable computational costs.

Furthermore, the use of cephalometric data to validate cranial
growth models applied to craniosynostosis could lead to inadequate
results. In particular, using the growth rate of head circumference to
establish the link between growth-time and simulation-time [20,21]
can lead to wrong computations of patient age. In fact, head circum-
ference is often lower for trigonocephaly and greater for scaphoce-
phaly [43] even though this point is rarely quantitively assessed.
Furthermore, ICV is reduced in many multiple suture CS and is some-
times diminished for trigonocephaly at one month of age but normal-
ises around 6 months of age. This led to the conclusion that 2D
measurements and ICV are not fit to assess global shape in craniosy-
nostoses. To tackle these issues, 3D shape analysis could greatly
improve the assessment of growth models, but was only performed
to a limited extent [17,22,23].



4.5. Alternative methods for growth modelling

Of note, many other models have been developed, but not explic-
itly for the understanding of normal growth or growth applied to cra-
niosynostosis patients. In particular, other statistical methods than
PCA exist. In particular, Principal Component Regression (PCR) and
Partial Least Square Regression methods could have been used to
develop growth models. Both methods aim to reduce dimensions
and could be used to express shapes depending on covariances.

Also, general mathematical models for the initial stages of suture
formation [44], morphology analysis [45], specific models on mice
were found in the literature with considerations on growth after
suture fusion [46] or models applied strictly to suture fibrous tissue
growth [47]. These comprehensive models were not included into
the current review.

5. Perspectives

Current studies tend to introduce landmark-free approaches by
implementing template mesh morphing, projections, or non-rigid
iterative closest point algorithms. For instance, warping from adult
skulls to corresponding infant skulls [48], or the application of PCA
on all nodes of a skull thanks to non-rigid iterative closest point
(NICP) registration can be performed. Moreover, PCA can also be
applied to deformation vectors which are independent from land-
marks, as performed in cases with trigonocephaly [49] and scaphoce-
phaly [45]. PC1 here again captured head size which could have led
to a 3D growth model of pre-operative skulls, but also of post-opera-
tive results, which were rarely analysed using 3D methods. These dif-
ferent methods could easily be adapted to develop growth models.

The brain was never completely and anatomically modelled
although it plays a central role in the growth of the cranial vault. A
descriptive model [50] of the endocranium (approximating the brain)
for different age confirmed that it influenced skull growth. A PCA
model analysed brain morphology [5] and showed that the brain had
an abnormal shape in non-syndromic unicoronal craniosynostosis
compared to controls. This PCA analysis indicated that the deforma-
tion was present from birth and did not increase with age. Moreover,
brain regions have different growth rates and exert non-uniform
pressures on cranial bones − and this could be used to enrich cranio-
synostosis growth models [41]. Descriptive and comprehensive mod-
els should include the brain and analyse its geometry to improve the
clinical relevance of cranial vault growth models.

Several other internal structures of the skull could also be
included in further models. The dura mater and the falx cerebri may
have a mecano-transduction roles by transmitting forces induced by
brain growth to the inner surface of the skull vault, all along the mid-
line and on the lesser wings of the sphenoid, the petrous temporal
crests, and the posterior edge of the foramen magnum [12,37].
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